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Vision is a very lively M&A field
Some of the transcations of the last 18 months
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Vision Market Growth

Strong growth perspectives of the different vision markets – in factory
automation, in connection with Industrie 4.0 and increasingly in high volume
markets like autonomous navigation, augmented reality and robotics.
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Vision Companies – Stock Development

Strong growth also for the shares
of publicly listed pure vision
companies with growth rates of
200, 500, even 1000% over the
last 5 years.
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Vision Companies – Profitability and Revenue Growth

Vision companies even
excell in the already
attractive field of
automation. In terms of
profitability and growth
rate, they clearly beat
general automation and
robotics.
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Vision Companies VC Investment

Crunchbase/Woodside Capital Partners

Sensetime - Provider of face
recognition technology

Founded in 2014.
Profitable since 2017.
4 financing rounds for 1.4 B EUR 
in total. 
Valued at 3.66 B EUR (05/2018).

The world's largest and most valuable AI unicorn 

2017 VC investments in vision 
companies in China and the US 
has been 4.5 times the number 
and 2.2 times the volume of the 
2016 investments.

Pitchbook
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Strategic Transaction, Industrial Buyer, 100% acquisition 75%
Financial Transaction, PE/FO, investment 10%
Strategic Transaction, Industrial Buyer, staged acquisition       5 - 10%
Strategic Transaction, PE/FO, majority acquisition                     5 - 10%
IPO ≈ 1%
Strategic Alliances / Joint Ventures < 1%

The predominant transcation type for machine vision is the 100%
acquisition by an industrial buyer (from the vision industry but
increasingly also from the outside). To a significantly lesser extent
we see 100% acquisitions by PE or family offices, staged acquisitions
by industrial buyers but also strategic majority acquisitions by PE
following a buy and build strategy to create larger vision entities out
of a number of smaller acquisitions

Types of Transactions in Machine Vision
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Main Objectives for Sellers and Buyers in MV Transactions

The predominant objective for sellers to
sell their company is to achieve the next
growth level for the company by merging
it with a larger and stronger player in the
market. This is then followed by the exit,
that is selling as succession plan, the
divestment of non-core activities and
almost never the sale out of distress.

The main objective of the buyer is typically getting
access to technology, product and IP or gaining
access to new verticals or geographical markets. For
industrial as well as financial buyers a buy-and-build
strategy is often the means to form a larger entity
out of well-matched smaller acquisitions. Buyers 
from outside of the vision industry also use the 
acquisition to diversify their product/technology 
portfolio or to use vision as a platform to re-invent 
themselves as player in the high tech sphere
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EMVA Panel Discussion „ M&A in Machine Vision“

Panelists

Kai-Udo Modrich Managing Director at Carl Zeiss Automated Inspection

Michel Ollivier Member of the Board at TIAMA

Martin Wäny CEO at TechnologiesMW
Chris Yates Director Advanced Technology SSCB at Rockwell Automation 

Host

Gabriele Jansen Managing Director at Vision Ventures
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Author / Panel Discussion Host

Gabriele Jansen, founder and CEO of Vision Ventures.

Vision Ventures is a boutique M&A advisory firm
focused solely on the vision markets. The company has
been founded in 2012, anticipating the need of vision
companies for the services of an investment bank
taylored specifically to high-tech SMEs. Vision Ventures
combines solid M&A skills and experience with a deep
understanding of the various vision technologies,
product range and market foodchain and a broad
international network in the vision ecosystem.

Since the foundation, Vision Ventures has successfully
managed more than 20 transcations exclusively in the
vision space, either by facilitating the transcation for
the seller or by advising the buyer.

Gabriele Jansen

jansen@vision-ventures.eu

+49-178-1755972

www.vision-ventures.eu
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